
FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS MCDONALDS

Financial reporting quality relates to the accuracy with which McDonald's Corp.'s reported financial statements reflect.

More recently, it also offers salads, fruit, snack wraps, and carrot sticks. Its prominence has also made it a
frequent subject of public debates about obesity, corporate ethics and consumer responsibility. Too higher debt
to total ratio, the greater the risk that the company may be unable to meet its maturing obligations. It kept a
very high inventory turnover rate. Over what period of time was this amount earned? Therefore, quality
appeared to be fairly liquid. Quick ratio seemed inadequate. Together these huge conglomerates dominate the
industry, employing 3. With the successful expansion of McDonald's into many international markets, the
company has become a symbol of globalization and the spread of the American way of life. Identify the line
item that flows from the income statement to the statement of retained earnings. Instructor Resources These
resources are provided to give the instructor flexibility for use of Accounting in the Headlines articles in the
classroom. Alternatively, the PowerPoint file below contains a bullet point overview of the article and the
discussion questions. Followed by the opening of their th restaurant in Chicago. Identify the line item that
flows from the statement of retained earnings to the balance sheet. Identify the line item that flows from the
balance sheet to the statement of cash flows. The present corporation dates its founding to the opening of a
franchised restaurant by Ray Kroc, in Des Plaines, Illinois on April 15, , the ninth McDonald's restaurant
overall. How do you know? MCD Stock Vs. Note: The financial statements above can also be downloaded in
Excel format for enhanced readability. Related documents. Please note that all statements have been adapted
and condensed for educational use and should not be used for investment decisions. Kroc later purchased the
McDonald brothers' equity in the company and led its worldwide expansion. Its Golden Arches are generally
believed to be the most recognized symbol in the world. Their introduction of the "Speedee Service System"
in established the principles of the modern fast-food restaurant. From year to , quick ratio increased and
become more favorable. Therefore, more dollars of net income the company earned for each dollar invested by
the owners. Quality appeared to have improved from to  The blog posting itself can be assigned via a link to
this site OR by distributing the student handout below. Generally, the faster the inventory turnover rate is, the
less cash a company has tied up in inventory and the less the chance of inventory obsolescence.


